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Didier Jeunesse
Children's Books

Elodie Balandras
Grandpa Bear is getting older
and Little Bear is growing up
too. But they are
not about to bid farewell
to their adventures!

Un nouveau printemps pour Pépé Ours

A NEW SPRING
FOR GRANDPA
BEAR

Little Bear is visiting Grandpa Bear, as she does every
spring. What do they have planned? Climbing, wheelbarrow
races, jumping over ant hills, and of course the traditional
hunt for honey. But Grandpa is such a scatterbrain! He’s
forgotten his bag and is struggling to climb over the tree
trunk… Boom! Will they go without honey this year? No
way! Out of the question! This time, Little Bear will have
to get the hive! Elodie Balandras’ tender and inspiring
book celebrates life and the heart-warming relationship
between a grandfather and his granddaughter.
9782278097814 | 2020 | 36 pages | 22x30 cm | 13.90 €

Children's Books

Marie-France Painset
Judith Gueyfier
Personal and universal
all at once, the perfect
book to welcome your
unborn child.
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Un très beau jour

A VERY
BEAUTIFUL DAY
A touching account of the life of a baby inside his mother’s
womb and an invitation to discover the outside world and
the joy of feeling and dreaming… Flowing like a poem,
Marie-France Painset’s words describe the wait, inside and
out, the 5 senses that connect the child to life, the softness
of their mother’s arms, ready to rock them to sleep and give
cuddles to ease sorrow and pain… Judith Gueyfier’s tender
universe is full of poetry. She has a gift for making us feel
the beauty and the essence of the world.
9782278097975 | 2020 | 24 pages | 25x25 cm | 14.90 €
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Didier Jeunesse
Children's Books

Gilles Bizouerne
Béatrice Rodriguez
A new mission for Barnaby
and his 2 friends: healing
the planet!

Barnabé soigne la planète

BARNABY HEALS
THE PLANET
Barnaby is a badger. And badgers are not doctors. But
one morning, the radio announces that the planet is ill.
Determined, Barnaby steps out of his underground burrow
and hurries to join his friends Constance the turtle and
Claire the mole. Hopopop! Emergency, let them through!
Hopopop! They are going to nurse the planet back to health.
The sequel to Barnaby Goes to the End of the World retains
the same successful ingredients: a wonderfully compelling
animal trio, vivid illustrations, humor, solidarity, and innocent adventures that can be read on a number of levels.

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in 5 languages:
Spanish, Catalan & Basque, simplified Chinese, Italian
9782278097906 | 2020 | 32 pages | 22x17 cm | 10.90 €

Children's Books

Ours et les choses

BEAR AND
THE THINGS
With his head bowed and his back bent, the bear spends
all day filling his cart. He sees nothing and hears nothing,
not even the storm coming. Fortunately, the skylark’s chirp
will save him from both the tempest and his blindness.
Prigent tackles excessive consumption and materialism
with great finesse. The book is entirely made in linocut and
printed in just 2 colors—a deep blue and a bright orange.
Illuminating!

Andrée Prigent
The bear used to feel
at peace. But everything
changed when he found
the empty cart…
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9782278097937 | 2020 | 32 pages | 22x26 cm | 13.90 €
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Didier Jeunesse
Biglephant & Lil'Mouse
Children's Books

Groléfant & Tit'Souris (Tome 2) :
La vie à deux

Children's Books

BIGLEPHANT
& LIL'MOUSE
(BOOK 2)
Pierre Delye
Ronan Badel
A comic book enriched
with genuinely funny jokes
and moments of tenderness.

9782278097791 | 2020 | 48 pages | 21x29 cm | 12.90 €

DISCOVER
VIVALDI
On the program: 2 extracts from The Four Seasons (Winter
and Spring), a concerto for flute, a concerto for oboe and a
concerto for cello. Delphine Renon’s illustrations take us
into a charming world between the real and the imaginary.
The 6th title in this series of classical music sound books
that has received recognition for its visual and sound quality.

LIFE TWOGETHER

The super duo are perfect t(w)ogether! Through unpretentious anecdotes, they will subtly raise philosophical
questions that will make you both laugh and think. The
comical interactions give rise to reflections on difference,
the desire to always be right, and acceptance of others.
Each short episode is entitled with a twisted proverb:
“If every question has an answer, it’s too bad you can’t find
them all in the same place!”

Je découvre Vivaldi

RIGHTS SOLD

Delphine Renon
An introduction to
Antonio Vivaldi, magnificently
enhanced by Delphine
Renon’s delicate illustrations.
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Published in German
9782278100217 | 2020 | 14 pages | 19x15 cm | 11.90 €
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Didier Jeunesse
Children's Books

Familles

Children's Books

FAMILIES
A family can be like a nest or a burrow. Sometimes there
are only 2 in a family. Or 3. Sometimes there can be many.
There can be 2 dads, or 2 moms. Sometimes they’re just a
memory in your heart. And from time to time, they are a gift
from somewhere else. A joyful book for young and old alike
that does not drift into pathos or judgment. The simplicity
of the images and the sober, almost factual text add to the
effectiveness of the message. There are no good or bad
models; all families are unique.
9782278097968 | 2020 | 24 pages | 18x22 cm | 10.90 €

Georgette
Families come in all shapes
and sizes. The only thing
that matters is love.

Marie-Sabine Roger
Rosemary Shojaie
“When I’m close to you,
my nose hidden in your fur,
I feel good, like a hazelnut
dipped in chocolate…”
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Comme on s'aime

HAPPY
TOGETHER
A charming young girl’s declaration of love to her cuddly
teddy bear, who always knows just how to protect her,
comfort her, and cheer her up. Roger’s poetic text is full
of beautiful linguistic inventions that are accessible to
children. The author of a number of teen and adult novels,
she is the winner of "Le Prix Sorcières."Rosemary Shojaie
is a debut American illustrator. Her pastel and pencil
illustrations enhanced with gouache highlight the tender
bond between the characters and bring a delicate, classic,
and timeless touch to the book.
9782278097982 | 2020 | 32 pages | 22x26 cm | 12.90 €
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Didier Jeunesse
Little Sounds of Nature
Children's Books

Little Sounds of Nature

Petits bruits du soir

LITTLE EVENING
SOUNDS

Children's Books

Mathieu Prual’s original musical compositions go far
beyond sound effects to immerse us in rich and soothing
soundscapes. Nature and baby stretch out and settle down
for the night. Lisa Zordan’s illustrations, both realistic and
dreamlike, teem with numerous details and animals to
observe. 5 audio chips contain 90 seconds of some of the
welcoming sounds of nature in the evening.

Mathieu Prual
Lisa Zordan
Can you hear the reeds
rustling in the wind, the
frogs croaking, the storm
thundering and all the
animals? It’s the gentle
music of the evening.

9782278100200 | 2020 | 14 pages | 19x15 cm | 11.90 €

Petits bruits du matin

LITTLE MORNING
SOUNDS
Mathieu Prual’s original musical compositions go far
beyond sound effects to immerse us in rich and soothing
soundscapes. Nature and baby wake up, stretch, and
gurgle. Lisa Zordan’s illustrations, both realistic and
dreamlike, teem with numerous details and animals to
observe. 5 audio chips contain 90 seconds of some of the
welcoming sounds of nature in the morning.

Mathieu Prual
Lisa Zordan
Can you hear the birds
singing, the stream flowing,
and nature waking up? It’s the
gentle music of the morning.
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9782278089611 | 2020 | 14 pages | 19x15 cm | 11.90 €
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Children's Books

Edouard Manceau
Do you know this cute
dummy? He is the coolest
of all the dummies!

Chouchou Balourd

MY FAVORITE
DUMMY
My favorite dummy loses everything: his mouth, his ears,
his nose, his cheeks... Poor thing! And yet I can’t help but
love him, each and every day. A playful cardboard book that
introduces toddlers to the vocabulary of the human body.
An essential theme of disappearance-reappearance with
a delightful final twist! We are pleased to welcome to our
catalog Edouard Manceau, an author-illustrator who won a
number of prestigious children’s book awards. His stylish,
humorous books filled with friendly characters delight
children all over the world.
9782278100156 | 2020 | 32 pages | 15x21 cm | 9.50 €

Children's Books

Sous le soleil de Paris

PARIS
IN THE SUN
Once upon the Belle Epoque in Paris on the banks of the
Seine river, a painter was drawing a blue sun. What a
strange masterpiece! Passing from art gallery owner to
art dealer, from art collector to scholar, the painting will
travel through the most iconic locations in Paris. Alternately
mocked, denigrated, abandoned, framed, and stolen, it will
end up being admired in the Louvre Museum! Battut offers
a mindful reflection on artistic freedom and the value of art.

Éric Battut
The talented Eric Battut pens
a subtle yet dazzling picture
book about the fabulous story
of a masterpiece.
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RIGHTS SOLD
Published in Korean
9782278097869 | 2021 | 32 pages | 22x29 cm | 12.90 €
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Children's Books

Leatitia Le Saux
A text full of catchphrases,
peppered with flowery
language that would make
Captain Haddock proud!

Pompon gardien de phare

POMPON THE
LIGHTHOUSE
KEEPER
After sailing the 7 seas, Pompon and his dog, Shrimp,
settle down on the coast to become lighthouse keepers.
They remain at their post whether the sky is whale blue
or mouse grey! But one day, electricity is installed in the
lighthouse. What are the pair to do? It’s time to take their
dreams out of their bottles and reinvent themselves! Fair
winds and ocean waves await!
9782278097838 | 2020 | 32 pages | 21x29 cm | 13.90 €

Children's Books

Cache cache lapins

RABBITS'
HIDE-AND-SEEK
“Open the door!” says the wolf at the entrance of the
burrow. “I’m hungry and in a hurry to eat rabbit!” Daddy
Rabbit starts running right away to distract the wolf. When
he becomes tired, Mommy Rabbit takes over, and so on with
Little Rabbit and his sister, Little Bunny. The wolf is fooled
and finally gives up, exhausted. A tale to be read aloud with
laughter and gasps of fright, but ultimately overcoming the
fear of the wolf.

Christine Kiffer
Béatrice Rodriguez
A mischievous tale in
which a family of rabbits
drives a wolf crazy!
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9782278100040 | 2020 | 24 pages | 24x23 cm | 12.50 €
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Children's Books

Comptines et berceuses de Vanille :
Des rives de l'Afrique aux îles
de l'océan indien

Children's Books

SONGS FROM
THE VANILLA
TRAIL
Nathalie Soussana
J-Christophe Hoarau
Magali Attiogbé
25 lullabies and nursery
rhymes from the islands
of the Indian Ocean and
the coasts of Africa,
where rhythmic, nostalgic,
and joyful music reflects
the history of the peoples.

LULLABIES AND NURSERY RHYMES
FROM KENYA TO SOUTH AFRICA
Rich melodies from Comoros, Reunion, Rodrigues,
Madagascar, as well as South Africa, Mozambique, and
Kenya illustrate the diversity of stories, feelings, and dialog
between cultures and languages. Young and old ears alike
will be delighted by the sounds of traditional instruments:
valiha, kayamb, bobre, kabosy, ndzendze, gambusi, and
many more. Magali Attiogbé approached this repertoire of
songs with all the generosity and beautiful innocence that
characterize her graphic style, delighting her readers with
evocative and colorful images.

Doux dodo

SWEET DREAMS
On the colorful front cover of this accordion book, babies
will have fun recognizing the animals, observing their little
evening rituals and wishing them good night. Bear, chicks,
toad, rabbit, hedgehog, and little mice are all as cute as a
button! On the back, a large landscape unfolds in black and
white, enhanced with bright yellow and a few splashes of
color in a design that will awaken babies’ senses and lead
to playful games of peekaboo.
9782278100101 | 2020 | 12 pages | 16x16 cm | 9.50 €

Cécile Hudrisier
An accordion book
to share with your baby.
An array of animals and
a landscape to unfold.

RIGHTS SOLD
Published in English
9782278091348 | 2020 | 60 pages | 27x27 cm | 24.90 €
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Children's Books

Rosalinde Bonnet
A wacky story brimming
with all the imaginary
creatures children see in
every corner of their homes…

La fée sous mon lit

THE FAIRY
UNDER MY BED
A fairy lives under a little boy’s bed. When she gets sick one
day, she asks him to stand in for her. And that’s no mean
feat! Our hero will need to make a winter house for the king
of the forest, invite the unicorn round for tea, build a frigate
for the pirates, draw a bath for the dragon… At the end of
the day, the house is a total mess. Fortunately, everyone
is ready to help the boy tidy up, including his parents! The
flaps transform Bonnet’s images in a very original way for
a guaranteed surprise!
9782278097807 | 2020 | 48 pages | 24x21 cm | 13.90 €

Children's Books

Emmanuel Trédez
Delphine Jacquot
In order to win the heart of
his beloved, Rabbit searches
for a painter to draw
his portrait. And in doing so,
the curious world of art
opens up to him!
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Le portrait du lapin

THE RABBIT'S
PORTRAIT
Rabbit is rich, but he knows nothing about art. Fortunately,
his friend Pig advises him to pay a visit to the Donkey
Gallery, where the works of the great Master Fox are being
exhibited. It’s decided: Fox will paint his portrait! But Rabbit
is disappointed upon seeing the results. Indeed, all he sees
is a blank canvas! So why are his friends complimenting
the painting? Fox may think he has tricked him, but Rabbit
will be the one to have the last laugh. The Emperor’s New
Clothes revisited with rhymes and art references!
9782278097777 | 2020 | 36 pages | 27x30 cm | 14.90 €
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Didier Jeunesse
Children's Books

Poucette

THUMBELINA

Children's Books

The internationally acclaimed story about the little girl
barely an inch tall, kidnapped and coveted by a hideous
marriage-obsessed toad, a huge cockroach, and an old
mole... Thumbelina goes from disappointment to disappointment. But everything changes when she meets a
swallow who agrees to help her flee to a faraway land.
While remaining faithful to the original tale, Norac invents
a more confident Thumbelina who does not hesitate to act
or give her opinion. She has had enough of marriage!
9782278100125 | 2020 | 40 pages | 29x29 cm | 15.90 €

Carl Norac
Claire de Gastold
Carl Norac’s fresh take
on Andersen’s literary
coming-of-age tale about
freedom and emancipation.

Christine Beigel
Christine Destours
Meet a well-known band
of fairy tale characters
who have a date... in their
pyjamas.
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Qui s'est bien brossé les dents ?

WHO BRUSHED
THEIR TEETH
PROPERLY?
Did the prince brush his teeth properly? How about the
witch? The big bad wolf? The 3 little pigs? No, no, no, none
of them did… Disgraceful! And what about you? Come on,
hop hop, brush your teeth, it’s time for bed! A colorful and
humorous world with a sing-song text that is perfect for
reading aloud!
9782278100064 | 2020 | 32 pages | 15 x21 cm | 9.50 €

